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Our range covers networking,
components, servers, storage,
laptops, PCs, tablets, printers
& consumables, AV (Audio
Visual) solutions, software,
headsets, smartphones,
and complete infrastructure
solutions.
We don’t just sell IT hardware…
we can deploy, install, manage
& control devices too.

We can offer you:
• Huge range of 35,000+ IT and tech products from the world’s
leading brands with next day delivery available on most lines.
• Stock bonding, call-off & roll-outs so you can avoid storage
problems for large projects and take delivery in phases
• Versatile payment options for a range of flexible ways to pay;
including credit accounts and leasing solutions. We also accept
Procurement Card
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Business Direct:
IT hardware, software
and services for
business and Public
Sector organisations

30+ years of experience

ion services
& deployment

Make TechKnow as mobile as you! Available as
an app on iOS, Android and Windows devices,
you can enjoy TechKnow however best suits
you. Download it by searching ‘TechKnow’ on
the app store of your choice.
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Apple invest in iPad
Need advice?
Call one of our teams today...

38
0870 429 3090

Davit Gambo

Joshua Cormican

IT Specialist Team

Licensing Specialist Team

“Our team can help
you with your everyday
IT needs and can offer
advice to help you choose
the right products”

“Our team can help take
the mystery out of volume
licensing, we’ll make sure you
get the best solution for the
right price”
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All your IT needs from
a company you know
and trust...
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We’ve packed this issue with new ways of pushing your
organisation’s IT strategy forward. Whether you’re simply
refreshing devices, or planning a larger IT project, we’ll be
there for the moments that really matter. Take a look inside to
discover more.
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Find inspiration today...

Focused on right 1st time

Download the
TechKnow app!
bt.com/businessdirect/techknow

Rachael Gusterson

Richard Liptrot

UC Specialist Team

Technical Sales Resource Team

“Our team can provide the
advice, integration skills
and applications you need
so you can communicate at
your best”

“Our team can design a
bespoke solution that
suits the needs of your
organisation”

Things you need to know: Please see www.bt.com/businessdirect for the latest prices. All offers are while stocks last unless otherwise indicated. All prices exclude carriage.
All prices are exclusive of VAT. A full copy of our conditions of sale are available on request or can be downloaded from www.bt.com/businessdirect/conditions. Calls may be
monitored to ensure levels of service and for training purposes. Calls cost 13p per minute from a BT landline. Charges from other networks and mobiles may vary. Errors and
omissions excepted. Nothing in this publication forms part of any BT contract. BT plc, Registered in England number 01800000. Registered Office: 81 Newgate Street,
London, EC1A 7AJ. Office Address: Alpha Beta House, Enterprise Park, Horwich, Bolton, BL6 6PE.

Call our sales team on 0870 429 3090
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Countdown to Windows 7
end of support

Have you considered
the 3 key benefits of
becoming an early
Windows 10 Pro
adopter?

Consider making the shift to Windows 10 Pro devices today
It’s no secret that after January 14th 2020, although Windows 7 will continue to start and run,
you’ll no longer receive vital updates, such as security patches, non-security hotfixes, free or paid
assisted support options and online technical content updates from Microsoft. Any PCs running
Windows 7 after that date won’t be considered protected. Which is why it’s important to migrate
now to a supported operating system like Windows 10, so you can protect your devices and your
precious data from malicious attacks.

1. Security - With the most
security protection built-in,
Windows 10 Pro protects your
business information, customer
data, your employees’ digital
identity as well as your reputation
and your brand.
2. Productivity - Get more done
faster. Windows 10 Pro empowers
you and your team to stay
focussed, stay connected and get
more done with the right tools.

Although January 2020 may seem light years away now, it’ll be here before you know it
and many organisations have already started to upgrade their device estate to modern
devices, optimised for the best possible experience from Windows 10 Pro. Now’s the time to
formulate your plan.
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3. Integration - Windows 10 Pro
integrates easily with your existing
infrastructure, with user friendly
and flexible management and
minimal IT involvement.
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Read more about these benefits >

Call our IT Specialists on 0870 429 3090
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HP 1000 All-in-One
• 7th Generation Intel® Core™
processors

1. Based on HP’s unique and comprehensive security capabilities at no additional cost and HP Manageability Integration Kit’s management of every aspect of a PC including hardware, BIOS and
software management using Microsoft System Center Configuration Manager among vendors with >1M unit annual sales as of November 2016 on HP Elite PCs with 7th Gen and higher Intel® Core®
Processors, Intel® integrated graphics, and Intel® WLAN.

• Premium sound
• Add a second display on a
matching stand

HP devices - powered by
Windows 10 Pro
Secure your devices, data and identity with the
world’s most secure and manageable PCs from HP1

More information about this product >

HP Sure Start Gen4
Protect your firmware in a way that antivirus solutions can’t with the first and only
self-healing PC BIOS, which automatically self-heals from malware, rootkits or
corruption. Plus, with Runtime Intrusion Detection and easy manageability, HP Sure
Start Gen4 can help you increase your security, minimise your downtime and prevent
costly security breaches.

HP EliteBook x360
• 360° versatility
• Unmatched security
• Long battery life

HP Sure View
HP Sure View eliminates the need to carry additional tools to guard your sensitive
information. Simply press fn+F2 key to immediately transition the PC to private
mode, which reduces up to 95% of visible light when viewed at an angle, making it
extremely difficult for visual hackers or ordinary passers-by to see the information
that’s on your screen.

More information about this product >

HP Sure Click
Strengthen the security of your PC’s most vulnerable entry points, using a different
approach. HP Sure Click works by isolating your key applications in their own virtual
containers (micro-VMs), trapping any malware and deleting it as soon as you close
the application in question. These micro-VMs trick the malware into thinking that it’s
running inside your computer, when it’s actually trapped and unable to affect your PC.
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For more information about these products, or about upgrading your
device estate to Windows 10 Pro devices,
call your account manager or any of our team of IT Specialists

0870 429 3090
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Windows 10 Pro devices
Optimised for maximum productivity,
performance and security
Dell Latitude laptops and 2-in-1s provide all day productivity, with the most secure and
manageable features, all wrapped up in a sleek and beautiful design that your workers will be
proud to carry with them, wherever work takes them. With extensive connectivity options like
4G/LTE and single cable docking, plus features like Express Charge, which gives users up to 80%
charge in less than an hour, they can seamlessly move between desk and meetings.

//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////

Lenovo T580
Find out more >

Dell Latitude 7000 series

Innovation meets intuition
Thanks to Windows Hello and the built-in infrared camera, you can access your files and data
with just a smile. As well as facial recognition, the T580 features Glance technology, which
merges face, eye, and gaze-tracking. So when it’s hooked up to an external monitor, you can
have a more intuitive, productive interaction by automatically focusing the cursor and shifting
windows - simply by moving your eyes.

Security

Whether they’re on the go, at their desks or working on the road, the Dell Latitude portfolio has
some of the most secure laptops in the world, so you can rest easy knowing your organisation’s
data is always protected with a wide range of biometric readers and encrypted hard drives.
As an IT manager, you can take more time to focus on the jobs that really matter, thanks to the
ability to streamline your remote management and deployment capabilities with the Dell Client
Command Suite.

All of our Dell solutions are custom built. For further information about customisation and
choosing the right Dell solution for you, speak to your account manager, or any of our
IT Specialists 0870 429 3090
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The ThinkPad 580 has a match-on-chip fingerprint reader, anti-spoofing technology that
authenticates log-in credentials and helps safeguard your data, plus ThinkShutter – a webcam
cover so you’re in complete control.

Easy deployment
Microsoft AutoPilot helps you save time and effort in setting up and deploying your devices.
This cloud-based solution lets you pre-configure every device so it’s ready to use right out
of the box.

For further information about choosing the right Lenovo solution for you
Speak to your account manager or any of our IT Specialists

0870 429 3090
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Maximise your Windows 10 investment ment
With the right accessories and headsets
Why is choosing the right accessories important? Whether you’re a director, a manager or part of
the admin team in the office, there’ll always be time spent working at your desk. Having the right
accessories to work with can make this more productive and comfortable.

Why choose Microsoft accessories?		
Microsoft offers ergonomic mice and
keyboards that are designed to work naturally
with the body’s natural posture to reduce the
risk of potential injury or fatigue. This way
you can spend long periods of time at your
desk and be comfortable and productive while
doing so.

They also offer keyboards that have
Advanced Encryption Standard (AES)
which can help protect your confidential
information by encrypting what you type.
As security and protection over company
data becomes ever-more important, with
an AES keyboard you can rest assured
that your professional and personal data
is safe.
Microsoft Modern Bluetooth Keyboard
Find out more >

Plantronics headsets provide the first and last element in the communications
chain - they are the enterprise communications product where you can actually feel
the difference. With over 50 years’ experience in wearable technology, Plantronics
headsets ensure that your users’ experience is as good as it can be and, importantly,
that their voice can be heard clearly by your customers and partners.
With a range of headsets for all working styles, locations, and budgets, Plantronics
has a headset that will deliver results for your communications. With these offers,
there has never been a better time to upgrade. Talk to us for more information.
Up to £25
cashback on
select Voyager
UC Bluetooth
headsets1

Free bottom cable with
EncorePro 500 & 700
Series headsets1

Get a special discounted
price on purchases of select
DECT office headsets and
conferencing speakers1

Microsoft Wireless Desktop 900
Find out more >

Find out more >
1. All offers valid from 8th October 2018 to 31st December 2018. Please
speak to our specialist UC team for more information.

To discuss your Unified Communications
and headset requirements

Microsoft Intellimouse Explorer

call our dedicated UC team

Find out more >
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0870 429 3888

Storage & RAM
In order to make the most of the impressive functionality of Windows 10 and fully maximise your
performance and efficiency, consider adding some additional RAM to your device estate.
The key benefits of additional RAM in modern devices:
• It optimises performance
• It gives you the ability to support all your essential software packages
• It’s the key element to how your device functions

Maximise your Windows 10
investment with the right display
Really make the most of your Windows 10 investment and increase your
organisation’s productivity and efficiency with larger, higher-resolution desktop
displays and large format touch screens from iiyama.
Enhance your meeting room solutions and make collaboration and communication
a breeze with Windows 10 Pro and Office 365. Excellent Windows 10 Pro
collaboration features like Windows Ink Workspace, Inking tools and PowerPoint
used in conjunction with the right display, will help your people to deliver effective
meetings and make notes and annotations to their work with ease.

Each user in your organisation is unique and additional RAM is the most effective way to optimise
their devices to work smoothly and grow with their work style.
If you need help customising your memory solution for you or your users, check out the handy
online configurators from our partners at Kingston and Crucial.

Crucial memory configurator >

//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////

Shop the full range of iiyama displays >
Kingston memory configurator >

12 | TechKnow
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This is just a selection of the displays we have available from our top vendors.
View our full range >

Office 365 Business Premium

Bookings

New product for small and micro business owners
Office 365 Business Premium brings you 12 months of the best of Office in one box. With Office
in the cloud, you can work the way you want from virtually anywhere.

Make scheduling and managing appointments easier for
your customers

All the Office applications1 you know and love

• Decrease no-shows with automatic confirmations and reminders to customers
and staff
• Manage your appointments anywhere via the mobile app

Word

Excel

PowerPoint

OneNote

Outlook

Publisher

• Connect Bookings to your business Facebook page so your customers can
book directly

Access

Business Services

Find out more >
////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////

SharePoint

Skype

Teams

Works on Windows, Mac, iOS and Android3

Yammer

iPad l Mac

Business Apps

All new, simple and effective
apps, designed for your business
Outlook Customer Manager
Track and grow customer relationships
right within Outlook with this smart and
simple customer management solution.
• Customer management automatically
organised in your inbox
• Stay on top of what’s important with
timely reminders
• Get team members on the same page
with easy sharing
Find out more >

14 | TechKnow

Upgrades and renewals are simple and
flexible - either buy this again for another
12 months or switch to CSP and pay
monthly instead.

3. iOS and Android require separate app download

OneDrive

1. Applications vary by platform and device. 2. Availability depends on geography, worldwide availability date to be determined

Exchange

Microsoft Invoicing

Microsoft Connections

Create great-looking invoices quickly
and easily and stay on top of your
money2

Attract and retain customers with
easy-to-use email marketing2

• Easily create professional-looking
estimates and invoices

• Know how your business is doing
with a simple dashboard

• Get paid fast with online PayPal
integration

• Stay in charge with an activity
feed of latest activities from across
employees

• Spend less time managing paperwork

Find out more >

Call our IT Specialists on 0870 429 3090

• Get automatic reminders for
upcoming activities
Find out more >
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The on-the-road worker
These workers spend a lot of time in their
vehicle. They could be visiting remote
locations or clients, delivering parcels or
services, or just have a long commute.
Whatever it is that keeps them on the road,
they need internet access from anywhere,
plus devices that are easily portable,
reliable, have all-day battery life and can
be easily monitored and managed.

The multiple office worker
This employee could be working from any
building, connecting to multiple monitors,
docking stations, charging ports and networks.
Wherever they are, their devices need to
be fast to support maximum productivity;
and they must be super-secure too. Office
locations need easy docking solutions on
hot-desks for “straight-to-work” capability on
arrival, plus huddle spaces for quick meetings.

Next Gen

Productivity
Prepare your business
for the next generation
of workers

The home worker
Home working gives flexibility for both
employee and employer. It can support
a better work/life balance, help reduce
absence due to travel chaos, and allows
companies to recruit the best talent,
regardless of their proximity to the office.
Whatever the reasons for working from
home, this employee needs a device,
accessories and software that are built
for online collaboration, plus a supersecure connection.

How, where and when we
work is changing. Sitting
at a desk in an office 9-5 is
becoming less of the ‘norm’.
The next generation of
workers want flexibility and
mobility when looking for
their next job. Whether it’s
specialised mobile devices,
noise cancelling headphones,
modern huddle spaces for
on-the-go meetings or
docking stations for quick
access, we’ve got a solution
for every type of worker.
16 | TechKnow

The specialist
Employees in specialist roles need specialised
devices. Graphic Designers, for example, need
a powerful device with plenty of memory and
a high performance graphics card. Architects
may need precision interaction with their
device, through touch or pen, whilst video
editors will need high resolution monitors
and top-notch audio. Whatever their job,
the specialist will need the right devices and
accessories to do their best work.
bt.com/businessdirect/techknow
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Are you ready for the
digital revolutionaries?
Harness the human benefits of digitally-driven workplaces
According to a new Aruba1 study of 7,000 employees across 15 countries, those who work
in digital workplaces are not only more productive, but also more motivated, have higher job
satisfaction, and report an overall better sense of wellbeing.
The study reveals both the business and human benefits of more digitally-driven workplaces,
and tells how companies that are less technologically advanced are at risk of falling behind the
competition and missing out on top talent. But it also cautions vigilance, as more digital-savvy
employees are taking greater risks with data and information security.
Aruba found that employees who work in fully-enabled digital workplaces - the so-called “digital
revolutionaries” - are more satisfied:

74%

70%

report a high sense of
job satisfaction1

report a healthy
work-life balance1

65%

73%

report a high sense of
professional development1

report high
productivity levels1

Is your network ready to
keep pace?

Aruba is an easy to use
network management
system where you can:

BT and Aruba can help transform your current
aged office network to support a futuristic
place of work

• Manage wired or
wireless infrastructures

“Digital revolutionaries” are increasingly using
smartphones, tablets, other IoT devices and cloud-based
applications to collaborate and communicate.
They expect to work flexibly, from anywhere and
according to the study, will seek out employers
who are keeping up with
these digital times.

• Secure your network
without policy
management

Things you need to know:
1. Source: https://www.arubanetworks.com/assets/eo/Aruba_DigitalWorkplace_Report.pdf

M4300 managed switch starter kit

DrayTek Vigor 2862 series

• Full modularity and flexibility

• Real-time protection from web threats

• High availability server connections

• Prevents browsing to questionable content and access to
inappropriate web sites
• Blocks or monitors sites to maximise your staff productivity

• Edge-to-core stacking

• Identifies sites that consume your bandwidth (e.g. movies, music)

• Enables zero-touch install of SDVoE video-over-IP
Find out more >

• Predict issues before
they happen

• Get visibility and
insights to mobile and
web apps

Find out more >

• Scales with your business

• Monitor health and
performance of
connected devices

bt.com/businessdirect/techknow

Find out more >
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ThinkPad X1

Dell Technologies

Carbon Series - 6th Gen

Transforming your business
Technology now has the single greatest impact on a business’s ability to react, innovate
and succeed. Today’s industry leaders have embraced this, and literally transformed their
organisations. Everyone uses technology to transform in different ways, but Dell believe
customers can take four approaches to ensure success: Digital Transformation, IT Transformation,
Workforce Transformation and Security Transformation. Whatever approach they take, companies
of all sizes have gained new capabilities, new value and new competitive advantages that have
changed the game thanks to transforming their strategies.

The best mobile devices are agile, lightweight, secure and durable. The new Lenovo Carbon series
offers professionals a reliable and powerful device. With its stunning new look, the ultralight
ThinkPad X1 Carbon is elegant in design, has seamless responsiveness and legendary durability
to create the ultimate device for mobile productivity. What’s more, it weighs less than 1.15kg
meaning it’s easy to carry with you wherever, whenever.

Why Dell Technologies?

180

99%

13

Operating in 180
countries globally1

Serving 99% of Fortune
500 companies1

Leadership in 13 Gartner
Magic Quadrant reports1

1. Source: https://corporate.delltechnologies.com/content/dam/delltechnologies/assets/press/resources/Dell_Technologies_Key_Facts.pdf

IT Transformation - Transforming

Security Transformation - Security

Workforce Transformation - People

Digital Transformation - The fastest-

your IT comes down to modernising your
infrastructure so that it can support highly
automated processes.

expect technology to help them get more
done faster and collaborate in a natural,
seamless way.

Transformation helps you protect and secure
growing amounts of critical data with solutions
that are resilient, adaptable and unified.

growing companies are enabling themselves to
use the power of software, data analytics, IoT,
and artificial intelligence.

Improved performance

Go from 0 to 80 in 60

The new 8th generation Intel Quad Core
CPUs boost performance 35% over the
previous generation.
®

™

Find out more >

Get the conversation started on your IT transformation
Speak to our IT Specialists

0870 429 3090
20 | TechKnow

The X1 Carbon delivers up to 15 hours of
battery life¹. And if you’re running low,
the RapidCharge technology provides
80% capacity in just an hour.

Better quality

Built to go on and on and on

As the first PC to include Dolby Vision,
Lenovo’s new X1 laptops deliver increased
brightness, expanded contrast, amazingly
accurate colours, and refined detail.

Like all ThinkPads, the X1 Carbon is tested
against 12 military-grade requirements and
more than 200 quality checks to ensure they
run in extreme conditions.
1. Up to 15 hours**, Li-Polymer battery integrated 57 Whr with RapidCharge technology

bt.com/businessdirect/techknow

Find out more >
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Productivity at its finest

Don’t forget to accessorise

With advances in our style of working comes changes to the types of devices your employees
need. No longer can devices be heavy and clunky, they need to be lightweight, flexible and
agile. Mobile workers need to be able to fit their device in a bag and carry it easily without
compromising on performance or speed. On top of all this, they need to have the very best
security as well.

Having a mobile device is the first step. Having the accessories to get the most out of your device
is the next. Things like rugged cases, magnetic keyboards, wireless chargers and docking stations
can make your employees’ jobs easier while they’re on the move.

Go wireless, don’t look back

Toshiba X-Series

Device not included

Find out more >

With non-reflective, anti-glare Full HD screens, connectivity including Thunderbolt 3 and
beautifully crisp harman/kardon® audio output, there’s nothing holding you back from being
productive with the Toshiba X-series

Wireless charging base for iPhone 8, iPhone 8 Plus and iPhone X
Working together, mophie and Apple created the most convenient charging experience possible
built to comply with medium power Qi wireless charging standards. mophie, the leader in
portable power, collaborated with Apple to integrate the latest Apple technology optimised for
the iPhone to deliver safe, fast-charging speeds with up to 7.5W of power.

The Portégé X30-D

The Portégé X20W

The Tecra X40

Performance without compromise

The elegantly engineered Portege
X20W is the world’s thinnest,
lightest 12.5” business 2-in-1 with
a full power 7th generation Intel®
Core™ processor inside

Seize the (work) day in style

140 years of innovation

Your data is in safe hands

Designed and manufactured
in-house

Over 140 years, Toshiba has built a
deep culture of innovation, with over
30 years dedicated to designing and
developing business laptops.

Toshiba business laptops are built
to standards that will safeguard
even the most valuable data.

The Toshiba Innovation Centre in
Hangzhou is where Toshiba design,
engineer, develop and ship all their
business laptops, entirely in-house.

Why Toshiba?

22 | TechKnow
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mophie makes charging your iPhone easier than ever. The non-slip finish ensures perfect
placement and the included wall adapter means you get everything you need to get charging
right in the box.
Find out more >

The world is your workspace - Ruggedise your
iPad and take it anywhere
The whole point of your portable device is to
be able to get up and go, right? The Rugged
Messenger’s wireless, Bluetooth® design means
you’re free to work anywhere without being tied
down. The Rugged Messenger’s multi-layered
polycarbonate structure is designed to withstand
drops up to 6.6 feet. That means, from the desk to
the car park to coffee shop, you can have peace of
mind wherever you need to work.
Device not included

Find out more >
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Manage your headset estate
for maximum productivity
Equipping the next generation
of workers with mobile devices
and noise cancelling headsets is
the simple part. Enabling them to
work flexibly and seamlessly takes
much more than that. Managing
your estate of headsets and using
the analytics to improve business
success is crucial. With Plantronics
devices and Plantronics Manager
Pro, you can do just that.

3 Steps to Next Gen workers
Step 1: Your UC solution

Step 2: Drive adoption

Step 3: Manage effectively

Along with Plantronics,
BT’s UC Specialists can help
you plan and deploy the
right UC solution for your
business. With Plantronics
Manager Pro you can
choose a pilot group of
staff to try new devices
and monitor their usage
before rolling out to the
whole company.

When you roll out new
headsets, you’ll want to
know that they’ve been
activated and are used
regularly. Plantronics
Manager Pro gives you
access to reports that
show this. Meaning you
can assist individuals who
need help configuring their
headsets, or would benefit
from additional training to
help them feel comfortable
with their new devices.

The analytics from
Plantronics Manager Pro
can help you improve
customer experience.
It’s possible to monitor
conversations for training
and coaching purposes,
and identify periods
of over talk or silence.
You’ll also be able to give
your people individually
tailored training to help
them develop their skills in
handling difficult calls.

Find out more >

See back cover to
learn more about the
power of Plantronics
Manager Pro

Recommended products for mobile workers:

Voyager 5200

Plantronics Manager Pro is a web-based
service that gives IT Managers easy-to-use
tools to configure settings and update audio
device software and firmware for end-users
across the enterprise. It leverages a cloudbased architecture and offers reporting
tools that provide new insights into your
communications environment.

Plantronics Manager Pro, with asset analysis
reporting tools, enables IT teams to access
and act on valuable operational insights. From
greater visibility into inventory and softphone
compatibility conflicts, to device firmware
and software versions, these tools help ensure
communication and collaboration applications
are deployed correctly.

For more advice on your UC Strategy
Speak to our UC Specialists

0870 429 3090
24 | TechKnow

Voyager 6200

Smart sensor technology reacts when you put the headset on, letting you quickly take a call
without a click. If you’re already wearing it, Voyager 5200 announces who’s calling and waits for
you to say “Answer” or “Ignore.” Simply tap the voice command button and ask to check battery
level, connection status, and more.
Find out more >
25 | TechKnow

A day in the life

The ultimate
solution for the
Next Gen worker
When we think about mobile working, we
think of ease, flexibility, agility and being
able to work wherever, whenever. But, this is
only possible with the right devices that work
collaboratively together. Here’s how HP and
Jabra can help you work more collaboratively
to make your mobile employees’ working day
easier and more productive.

The world’s
most secure &
manageable
convertible1 PC…

…meets Jabra
Evolve 75e
The world’s first
professional UCcertified wireless
earbuds

11

12

Morning update

Catch up call

Lunch break

Customer meeting

Skype meeting

Location - train

Location - open plan
office

Location – coffee shop

Location – client’s office
meeting room

Location – airport
departure lounge

Incorporate the Jabra
Speak 710 into your
client meetings. It
connects via USB or
Bluetooth® in seconds
and works for conference
calls and music. Pair the
Jabra Speak 710 with
HP’s EliteBook x360 and
you’ve got a match made
in heaven for conference
calls and collaborative
working.

With a 16.5 hour battery
life, HP’s EliteBook x360
will keep pace with you.
But if you do need to
top up whilst awaiting
your plane, you can
charge up to 50% of
battery capacity in just
30 minutes². Switch on
the superior active noise
cancellation on the Jabra
Evolve 75 to counter
ambient noise and enjoy
outstanding call quality.

am

Powerful, lightweight
devices give easy access
to information on the
move. With features like
HP Sure View, you can
work securely in public
spaces with protection
from “visual hacking” –
that’s where others can
see what’s on your screen.
Noise cancellation features
in Jabra’s earbuds mean
you won’t be disrupted by
background noise while
giving the morning update.

26 | TechKnow

am

Work from any office
and stay connected and
secure. With the Jabra
Evolve 75e, you can
move freely to take calls
whilst staying connected
to your laptop and
mobile phone. With HP
workwise, you can walk
away from your desk to
take a call in a meeting
room and your laptop
will automatically lock to
keep data secure.

pm

Create an easy-to-work
environment by flipping
your device into tent
mode whilst you grab
some lunch. Now it’s
easy to run through
presentations, catch
up on meeting notes
or organise your inbox.
Again, with Jabra’s noise
cancelling feature, you
can spend your lunch
listening to a podcast or
your favourite songs, free
from hustle and bustle in
the background.

bt.com/businessdirect/techknow

2

pm

6

pm

Call our IT Specialists on 0870 429 3090

Check out our
great value
ways to give
your people
the power
of next gen
productivity.
Turn over for
BT’s exclusive
HP & Jabra
bundle deals
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1. Based on competitors as of January 4, 2017 of convertible, non-detachables having a Windows Pro OS and 6th or 7th generation U series Intel® Core™ vPro™ processors. 2.
Recharges your battery up to 50% within 30 minutes when the system is off (using “shut down” command). Recommended for use with the HP adapter provided with the laptop, not
recommended with a smaller capacity battery charger. After charging has reached 50% capacity, charging speed will return to normal speed. Charging time may vary +/-10% due to
System tolerance. Available on select HP Spectre 2-in-1 and HP x2 PC models. See http://store.hp.com for a full list of product features. Fast charge capabilities can vary per SKU.
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HP EliteBook x360

Transform your business
Powering Next Gen workers

Mobile technology is transforming businesses and the way they work. Samsung are transforming
the way people work too with easy to collaborate, customisable devices. They’re introducing clever
ways to control company data and devices, whilst maintaining maximum flexibility.

Exclusive bundle offers

If you’re looking to invest in mobile devices and a UC solution, BT has some great Jabra and HP
bundle offers to get you started. With generous discount on products when bought together, you
can be sure your staff are receiving the best devices to work collaboratively and productively.

Samsung Galaxy Note9
An on-the-go team needs an always-readyto-go phone. The Galaxy Note9 delivers a
superior experience anywhere, anytime. With
features designed to keep work going in any
environment, the Galaxy Note9 is built for a
modern, always-on workforce.

Below are some recommended bundles, whether it’s mobility, collaboration or skype solutions
you’re looking for, there’s something for your business. Or, pick and mix to create your own
bundle deal.
Jabra Evolve 75e

HP EliteBook x360

Paired together, the Jabra
75e and HP Elitebook
x360 are perfect for mobile
workers. They’re lightweight,
easy to manage and with
noise cancellation features,
can be used anywhere.

+
Jabra Speak 710

Great for mobility

HP EliteBook 840

• Samsung’s most powerful battery
• Samsung DeX
• IP68 water and dust resistant
• Adaptive Fast Charging Technology
Find out more >

Great for collaboration

Galaxy Tab S4

The HP EliteBook 840 was
built for collaboration. At the
top of the keyboard there’s
built-in call controls. Combine
this with the Jabra Speak 710
for an even deeper level of
collaboration.

+

The Samsung Galaxy Tab S4 works the way you
like. It’s the ultimate companion for wherever
your work and life takes you.
• Adaptive Fast Charging Technology
• sAMOLED wide display
• Stereo speakers tuned by AKG

Jabra Evolve 75

HP ProBook 450

+

Experience vivid audio
engagement and easy
conferencing with the Skype
for Business™ Certified HP
ProBook 450. Paired with the
Jabra Evolve 75, Skype calls
will never be the same again.

Find out more >

Find out more about Next Gen devices
Speak to our IT Specialists

Offers are only available over the phone. Any bundles bought online will not receive discount.

For prices on BT’s exclusive HP & Jabra bundle deals, call us today or visit bt.com/techknow/jabrahp >
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• Bixby

Great for Skype

bt.com/businessdirect/techknow

0870 429 3090

Thunderbolt UltraWide
LED monitor

Monitors for multi-tasking
Give your mobile workers more space to work
with a monitor that acts as a dock
Expand your workspace with a single cable
The latest technology in monitors makes it easy for multi-office and home workers to connect
their device to a bigger screen when back at the desk. No more rummaging in bags for
the right cables, or crawling around to find a plug for your chargers. Instead,
connect with ease and get straight down to business.

Simplify your connections
with revolutionary USB-C
With the latest monitor technology from Philips you
can connect all your peripherals directly to your
monitor, then connect your laptop or tablet via a
single cable which includes high resolution video
output. And it’ll charge your device
whilst you’re at it too - no
separate power cable or
charger required.
Find out more >

Employees on the go

Ultrabook™ users

Flex workspaces

From travelling sales teams to
corporate executives, these displays
are meant for employees on the move.

Extend the capabilities of your
Ultrabook without the hassle of multiple
connections or compatibility issues.

Connect your laptop anywhere
in the office and access
everything immediately.

The Thunderbolt UltraWide monitor makes it easy to run multiple windows at once, meaning you
can view multiple documents or apps together, and avoid flipping back and forward between
them. With 99% coverage of the sRGB colour spectrum this monitor is perfect for designers,
architects and app designers. OnScreen Control gives quick, easy access to a host of important
monitor settings.
Find out more >

More space for
multi-tasking

True colours and
wider view

Unified interface
for easy set-up

Clearer, smoother
images

Versatile
elegance

Don’t forget your cables
C2G 3M High Speed HDMI® Cable with Ethernet
This cable is perfect for AV applications requiring high-speed HDMI features
and video resolution up to 4k. The Ethernet capabilities allow a user to
connect multiple Ethernet enabled HDMI devices through a single connection.
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A room solution to
suit every need
Ensure you have the right equipment for
every type of meeting. Logitech’s latest range
includes video collaboration solutions for any
style of meeting in any type of space.

Huddle room

Choose Next Gen meeting room solutions

Meet up - 2-10 users
MeetUp is Logitech’s primary ConferenceCam
solution for huddle rooms, small conference rooms,
or anywhere where space is limited. With a superwide, low-distortion 120° field of view, even
those closest to the camera can be seen, while the
integrated audio bar provides an exceptional sound
experience for all meeting participants.

Working from different offices every day of the week can come with frustrations. Not knowing
what connections meeting rooms have and carrying multiple cables so you’ve always got the
one you need can be counterproductive. With the latest collaboration products from Polycom
and Logitech, it’s easy to present and share content with no cables required.

Polycom® PanoTM: Content sharing and
wireless presentation solution
Polycom TrioTM 8800:
Conference phone
Polycom TrioTM 8800 delivers the best ever
audio experience. From the huddle room, to
the boardroom, your important conversations
are crystal clear.
Not only does Polycom TrioTM have incredible
sound quality, but it also serves as the smart hub
for your group collaboration, bringing easyto-use, no-compromise visual collaboration to
spaces that were previously cost prohibitive.

From the moment you walk into the room,
Polycom® PanoTM invites you to connect from
your personal device with a simple touch - no
special apps, cables or pucks required. Anyone
in the room can cast their screen to Polycom®
PanoTM, making it easy to share documents and
any type of content. You can even turn your
smartphone or tablet into a flexible document
camera by showing your live video feed.
Find out more >

90% of users agree that video
meetings are more efficient1

Medium sized meeting rooms
Rally - 6-15 users
Logitech Rally delivers studio-quality video,
unmatched vocal clarity, and RightSense™
automation for better, more natural meetings
with almost any software-based video
conferencing service. Beautifully finished in
matte black with slate grey metal accents,
Rally components deliver elite performance
and exceptional versatility with sleek style.

Skype meeting space
SmartDock
Logitech SmartDock meeting room solution,
designed for Microsoft Skype® for Business,
works beautifully with your existing video
displays and video cameras certified for
Skype for Business, making it easy to launch
a meeting with a single touch.
1. Source: Nemertes Research 2016, Don’t Sweat the Small Stu! How
to successfully bring videoconferencing to small conference rooms and
huddle spaces.

Call our IT Specialists on 0870 429 3090

Find out more >
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Field Force Automation
The world has changed and is now more connected and more mobile, with the total number of
connected devices already exceeding the number of people. The key to success is how we utilise
this mobility and the massive volume of data it produces to better manage both people and
assets to improve service and performance.

Zebra TC25 rugged smartphone

Next Gen solutions for tracking
inventory & assets
Inventory management solved
Maintain accurate stock counts, reduce
errors, and avoid time consuming manual
entry of items, location bins, pick orders,
and inventory receiving.
Real-time inventory reports allow you to
compile and analyse essential data, like
transactions by site or warehouse, itemised
inventory levels by SKU, or individual customer
purchase order history.
Automatic low stock level notifications ensure
you’ll never lose out on another sale due to
lack of stock. Set automatic re-order points
down to each bin location and preferred
vendors for each inventoried item.

Easy-to-use asset tracking software
Wasp is the only asset tracking solution
provider that offers all the necessary software,
hardware, and asset tags you need to
implement an asset management system. With
feature-rich asset tagging software, you can
get a complete solution from one provider.
Choose from on premise or cloud based
options and iOS and Android apps to help keep
up to date on the move. Capture important
information about your assets, including
location, check-in and check-out status,
maintenance schedules and cost, warranty
contracts, and depreciation. Wasp asset
tracking solutions help you to save time and
money, and end asset loss.

Find out more >

The perfect scanning solution for
busy workgroups
The secure and intelligent DS-780N is
a compact network scanner that allows
your employees to rapidly scan and share
documents over a network, speeding up
workflows and ensuring they’re being their
most productive.
Find out more >
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The TC25 Rugged Smartphone brings durability,
reliability and productivity to your pocket. With
a built-in barcode scanner, snap-on external
PowerPack and optional Zebra OneCare™
SV protection, it’s designed to be the perfect
partner for field-based workforces.

bt.com/businessdirect/techknow

Find out more >

Why Zebra?
Built by experts
For 45 years, Zebra
has built devices that
businesses trust to
improve productivity
and profitability. Now
we’re bringing that
expertise to you..

Communicate quickly
With Zebra’s Pushto-Talk, you can
communicate with
colleagues instantly with
a touch of a button over
4G cellular networks.

Ergonomic design
Built with everyday
workflows in mind, the
TC25 is rugged while
still compact enough to
be used comfortably in
either hand.

Security and support
Simplify the process of
keeping your OS secure
and updated long after
product support ends
with LifeGuard™ for
Android™, part of a
Zebra OneCare SV.

Protect your investment
A compromised device
can lose you business.
Keep your rugged
smartphone and your
business running with
the optional Zebra
OneCare SV service.

All the accessories
you need
From charging cradles
to trigger handles,
Zebra offers a range of
accessories that help you
get the most out of your
rugged smartphone.

Call our IT Specialists on 0870 429 3090
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BT’s Field Force Automation team can
help you optimise your organisation
Managing your mobile workforce, devices, Mobile Device
Management, staging, service desks, software and vehicle
telematics can be both complex and costly. The BT Field Force
Automation portfolio can help you with these challenges.
Our professional services, application software, devices
and other mobility solutions are delivered by specialists to
provide a fully managed end-to-end service. We have flexible
commercial models that enable you to automate and mobilise
processes and applications without significant cost.
Through Field Force Automation, BT provides the consultancy,
integration and project management services you need
to create more productive, next generation field-based
workforces

Keeping Scottish Water flowing

“BT clearly understands our industry
and took great trouble to understand
the nuances of the way we work. BT’s
solution is built on leading edge, but
not bleeding edge technology, so it will
be robust in operation.”
Raymond Smith
IT Strategy Development Manager
Scottish Water

Find out more on Field Force Automation
Speak to our IT Specialists

0870 429 3090
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We’ll help you transform the performance of your mobile workforce via:

BT Field Force Enterprise
Applications

BT Field Force Managed
Devices

BT Mobile Workforce
Solutions

BT Field Force Tracking
and Telemetry

Transform your field
services by offering robust
enterprise applications
that integrate with your
existing back-end systems.
This means you can deliver
seamless scheduling,
resource management and
mobile applications to your
mobile users.

We provide a fully
managed service for your
device needs. We select,
source, provision, service,
manage and support
your entire mobile device
estate, making sure your
mobile employees stay as
productive as possible.

Use your resources better,
make your organisation
more productive and give
customers better service.
Give your mobile teams
and workers full access
to the relevant business
applications at the point
of service and allow these
to be available on the most
suitable devices.

Being able to manage
your mobile assets and
vehicle fleet is a vital
part of your business. BT
Field Force Tracking and
Telemetry provides you
with real-time, locationbased information that
can improve distribution,
supply-chain and field
service management
operations.

Invest in iPad
Create an Apple solution as unique as your workplace
As an Apple Authorised Reseller, BT offer everything you need to make Apple devices the perfect
fit for your workforce. We can provide as little or as much as you need. Whatever your strategy
for deploying Apple technology, we can help you create a bespoke solution that makes the most
of your investment.

iPad. Built for the modern
business world

Devices
Personalised
etching

Mobile Device
Management

BT can
provide it all

Apps

Cases

Workers today are demanding so much more from their devices and in order to attract and retain a
talented, modern and productive workforce you have to give them the best tools for the job. That’s
where the iPad family comes into its element. Not just capable, mobile and incredibly versatile, iOS
12 makes iPad more powerful than ever before.
No matter which iPad you choose, the immersive retina display and powerful 64-chip bit easily runs
even the most graphics intensive apps. Plus, with over a million apps available on the App store, your
users can truly take their productivity and creativity to the next level.
Invest in iPad and let your people do their best work. There’s nothing else quite like it.

Cables &
Accessories

Pre delivery
inspection

Why Apple and BT?
Asset tag &
monitoring

Wi-Fi/
Infrastructure

All underpinned
with finance
options to suit
your needs

Find out more >
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BT has years of experience implementing Apple
solutions. We know Apple products extensively
and will ensure that you’re choosing the very
best Apple solution for your business. Our
team of experts can advise you from the start
and give reliable bespoke solutions that suit
your needs. With bespoke finance options,
implementing an Apple solution can be quick,
simple and cost effective.

Call our IT Specialists on 0870 429 3090

Plantronics Manager Pro

Simplify headset adoption, troubleshoot and respond to the unique
needs of your workers, all from your web browser
The ideal headset is something we barely notice until it’s not working properly. Plantronics
Manager Pro enables you to manage change and drive your people’s comms experience centrally,
so that they can collaborate and connect anytime, anywhere – driving up productivity and
making the most of your professional-grade headsets.

Why Plantronics Manager Pro?

ANY DEVICE
Manage headsets connected to
computers or mobile devices

FAST
Automatically detects whether or not it’s
being worn, directing call audio where you
expect to hear it.

INSIGHTS
View telemetry data from supported
Plantronics headsets for deeper insights

INTELLIGENT
Monitor and drive adoption of
communications platforms

Learn more about Plantronics
Speak to our UC Specialists

0870 429 3090

SIMPLE TO USE
Never miss a call. Neckband
vibrates to alert you of an
incoming call.

PLANTRONICS APIS
Access your data for inclusion
into existing applications

